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1 of 1 review helpful Short on plot Long on action By socko7 First I need to clarify my star rating 5 star is a 
unforgettable book very rare 4 star is a great read that I truly enjoy and would re read again 3 stars is an entertaining 
book that I would gladly read as equal any 2 stars and below isnot worth readingThis book is a solid 3 star book 
entertaining and action packed NotDeep pretty straight A master of the genre The TimesMarcus Valerius Aquila has 
scarcely landed in Britannia when he has to run for his life condemned to dishonorable death by power crazed emperor 
Commodus The plan is to take a new name serve in an obscure regiment on Hadrian s Wall and lie low until he can 
hope for justice Then a rebel army sweeps down from the wastes north of the Wall and Marcus has to prove he s hard 
enough to lead a century in the front lin A damn fine read fast paced action packed Ben KaneThis is fast paced and 
gripping read through the night fiction with marvellous characters and occasional moments of dark humour Some 
authors are better historians than they are 
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